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Discovery and annotation of small proteins using
genomics, proteomics, and computational approaches
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Small proteins (10–200 amino acids [aa] in length) encoded by short open reading frames (sORF) play important regu-
latory roles in various biological processes, including tumor progression, stress response, flowering, and hormone sig-
naling. However, ab initio discovery of small proteins has been relatively overlooked. Recent advances in deep transcriptome
sequencing make it possible to efficiently identify sORFs at the genome level. In this study, we obtained ~2.6 million
expressed sequence tag (EST) reads from Populus deltoides leaf transcriptome and reconstructed full-length transcripts from
the EST sequences. We identified an initial set of 12,852 sORFs encoding proteins of 10–200 aa in length. Three compu-
tational approaches were then used to enrich for bona fide protein-coding sORFs from the initial sORF set: (1) coding-
potential prediction, (2) evolutionary conservation between P. deltoides and other plant species, and (3) gene family
clustering within P. deltoides. As a result, a high-confidence sORF candidate set containing 1469 genes was obtained. Analysis of
the protein domains, non-protein-coding RNA motifs, sequence length distribution, and protein mass spectrometry data
supported this high-confidence sORF set. In the high-confidence sORF candidate set, known protein domains were
identified in 1282 genes (higher-confidence sORF candidate set), out of which 611 genes, designated as highest-confidence
candidate sORF set, were supported by proteomics data. Of the 611 highest-confidence candidate sORF genes, 56 were new
to the current Populus genome annotation. This study not only demonstrates that there are potential sORF candidates to be
annotated in sequenced genomes, but also presents an efficient strategy for discovery of sORFs in species with no genome
annotation yet available.

[Supplemental material is available for this article. The sequence data from this study have been submitted to GenBank
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank/) under accession nos. HP451655–HP451687, HP451690–HP451709, and HP451711–
HP451725. Mass spectrometry data have been uploaded to the Proteome Commons Tranche repository (https://
proteomecommons.org/tranche/).]

In recent years, individual experiments have demonstrated that

small proteins (<200 amino acids [aa] in length), encoded by short

open reading frames (sORF), play a major role in plant and animal

development, e.g., the TAL protein (11 aa) influencing fruit fly

development (Galindo et al. 2007), the Cg-1 protein (<33 aa)

controlling the tomato–nematode interaction (Gleason et al.

2008), the CLE family proteins (75–140 aa) (Fletcher et al. 1999;

Trotochaud et al. 2000; Muller et al. 2008; Oelkers et al. 2008)

involved in Arabidopsis meristem development, the galectin-1

protein (;130 aa) associated with the malignant human tumor

progression (Camby et al. 2006), the lipid-binding protein AZI1

(161 aa) involved in priming plant defenses (Jung et al. 2009),

and the FLOWERING LOCUS T (FT) protein (175 aa) acting as

a long-range signal regulating flowering (Notaguchi et al. 2008).

Although small proteins play important roles in regulation of

biological processes, genome-wide identification and character-

ization of sORFs has been limited. Typically, an arbitraryminimum

open reading frame (ORF) cutoff (e.g., 100 aa) is applied in gene

annotation algorithms to reduce the likelihood of falsely catego-

rizing non-protein-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) as mRNAs (Dinger et al.

2008). As a result, sORF genes are under-represented in many

current genome annotations. By searching for ORFs, Lease and

Walker (2006) identified 33,809 unannotated Arabidopsis ORFs

encoding small proteins between 25 and 250 aa in length, out of

which 10,247 (30%) had expression evidence from genome-wide

tiling hybridization experiments. Hanada et al. (2007) performed

a large-scale search for sORFs encoding proteins of 30–100 aa in the

intergenic regions of the Arabidopsis genome using a simple gene-

finding method. They identified 7159 sORF candidates, of which

3241 had either transcriptional evidence or indication of purifying

selection. Based on this research, Hanada et al. (2010) developed

a program package, sORF Finder, for identifying sORFs according

to the nucleotide composition bias among coding sequences and

the potential functional constraint at the amino acid level through

evaluation of synonymous and nonsynonymous substitution rates.
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However, only 2% of unannotated sORFs predicted by Hanada

et al. (2007) were confirmed by the Arabidopsis proteomic data

(Castellana et al. 2008). The sORF-finding approaches used by

Lease and Walker (2006) and Hanada et al. (2007) are solely in

silico gene predictions based on genomic DNA sequence, with

the assumption that small proteins are encoded by intronless

(i.e., single-exon) genes. In silico prediction of full-length tran-

scripts based on genomic sequences is challenging and has low

accuracy (sensitivity ranging from 41% to 68% and specificity

from 20% to 53%) (http://augustus.gobics.de/accuracy). Thus,

an alternative strategy is needed for identifying protein-coding

sORFs.

Here we report the outcome of an integrative procedure based

on transcriptomics, proteomics, and computational biology for

the discovery of sORFs that encode small proteins <200 aa in

length in Populus deltoides. Our strategy for large-scale discovery of

small proteins is outlined in Figure 1. Briefly, a three-step approach

was used to reconstruct transcription units (TU) using expressed

sequence tags (EST) obtained from deep sequencing of the P. del-

toides leaf transcriptome. Since a true protein-coding transcript is

more likely to have a long and high-quality ORF compared with

a non-coding transcript (Kong et al. 2007), we established an initial

sORF candidate set by selecting the longest ORF-encoding protein

sequence of <200 aa in length for each TU. Then we applied three

computational approaches sequentially to enrich for protein-

coding sORFs: (1) coding-potential prediction based on known

protein sequences, (2) evolutionary conservation between P. del-

toides and other plant species, and (3) protein sequence clustering

within P. deltoides.

The efficiency of our sORF discovery strategywas validated by

both bioinformatics (e.g., protein domain-scanning) and experi-

mental approaches (e.g., protein mass spectrometry). This study

not only demonstrates that there are many potential sORF candi-

dates yet to be annotated in sequenced genomes, but also presents

an efficient strategy for sORF discovery in species with as yet un-

annotated genomes.

Results

Establishment of an initial sORF candidate set

We sequenced the transcriptome of six Populus deltoides leaf sam-

ples and generated;2.6million ESTs with amedian length of;240

nucleotides. We comparatively examined the representation of

100 annotated P. trichocarpa gene models encoding proteins <200

aa in length (http://genome.jgi-psf.org/Poptr1_1/Poptr1_1.home.

html) using the ;634,000 ESTs from one of the six leaf samples.

Twenty-five of these selected gene models were found in the EST

data, with 80% (= 20/25) of them having full-length or alternative

splicing coverage (Supplemental Fig. 1; Supplemental Table 1),

indicating that our EST data provided an appreciable full-length

coverage of transcripts encoding proteins <200 aa in length. To

minimize the number of truncated TU reconstructed from all ESTs,

a three-step approach was utilized to create full-length TUs: (1)

high-stringency de novo assembly, followed by (2) genome-loca-

tion-based assembly, and then (3) medium-stringency assembly.

Since there was only;1% divergence between P. trichocarpa and P.

deltoides at the genomic sequence level (data not shown), the ge-

nomic resources (genome sequence and annotated mRNA se-

quences) in P. trichocarpawere used as references for P. deltoides EST

assembly. As such, the P. deltoides ESTs, pooled with the annotated

P. trichocarpamRNA sequences (Tuskan et al. 2006), were assembled

into TUs that each contained at least three ESTs. From these TUs,

an initial sORF candidate set (Fig. 1) encoding 12,852 proteins of

10–200 aa in length was created by including the longest possible

complete ORF that contained start and stop codons in six-frame

translations from each TU.

Enrichment for protein-coding sORFs from the initial sORF
candidate set

Three computational approaches were used to enrich for protein-

coding sORFs to address the challenge of identifying protein-cod-

ing genes from a large number of short TUs assembled directly

from ESTs. First, we interrogated the initial sORF candidate set

using the Coding Potential Calculator (Kong et al. 2007) trained

with protein sequences obtained from the UniProt database (The

UniProt Consortium 2009). This approach identified 4918 sORF

candidates with high protein-coding potential, designated as

Subset A (Fig. 2A). Second, we compared the initial sORF candidate

set derived from P. deltoides with 14 additional plant genome se-

quences ranging from algae to angiosperm species (Supplemental

Fig. 2) and identified 2649 sORFs that are conserved between

P. deltoides and at least one other plant species, designated as Subset

B (Fig. 2A). The number of conserved sORFs between P. deltoides

and the 14 tested species ranged between 300 and 2076 and as

expected, the number of conserved sequences was inversely pro-

portional to evolutionary distance (Supplemental Fig. 2). Finally,

we performed a clustering analysis of the initial sORF candidate set

and detected 3372 sORFs that clustered into families with 3–51

members, designated as Subset C (Fig. 2A). The 1469 sORF candi-

dates shared by Subsets A, B, and C were designated as the high-

confidence sORF candidate set (Figs. 1, 2A).
Figure 1. The strategy for large-scale discovery of small proteins in
Populus deltoides.
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Length distribution of protein sequences in the
high-confidence sORF set

We examined the protein length distribution to assess whether the

putative small protein sequences occurred more often than ex-

pected by chance alone. The frequency of protein sequences <100

aa in length in the high-confidence sORF candidate set was, as

expected, lower than that in the random sequence set (Fig. 3),

suggesting that sORFs in the high-confidence sORF candidate set

are likely not randomly generated as a result of assembly errors.

Moreover, the length distribution of the high-confidence sORF

candidate set was similar to that of the small protein set (<200 aa)

in the current Arabidopsis genome annotation (v9) (Fig. 3).

The most recent annotations of the Arabidopsis genome

(v8–9) include more small proteins relative to the earlier versions

(v5–7) (Supplemental Fig. 3A). Out of the 1694 new protein se-

quences added to Arabidopsis genome annotation v8, 1079 (64%)

gene models encode proteins of <200 aa in length (Supplemental

Fig. 3B), indicating that incorporation of a large number of new

small protein sequences is a key feature of the improved annota-

tion. Similarly, the frequency of sequences <120 aa in length in the

high-confidence sORF candidate set was greater than that found in

the current annotation of Populus (Fig. 3), suggesting that sORFs

are under-represented in the current annotation data sets in Pop-

ulus, particularly for those proteins between 30 and 120 aa in

length. Similar results were found within the rice genome (Fig. 3).

To evaluate the possibility that the sORF sequences were not

full-length (i.e., truncated), we cloned full-length TUs for 15

sORFs (Supplemental Table 2) in the high-confidence sORF can-

didate set using the Rapid Amplification of cDNA Ends (RACE)

technology. All of the 15 tested sORFs were confirmed as full-

length sequences. Thus, it is likely that the sORFs in the high-

confidence sORF candidate set are predominantly full-length

transcript sequences.

Validation of the high-confidence sORF candidate set
by analysis of protein domain and mass spectrometry data

We subsequently surveyed the high-confidence sORF candidate set

for known protein domain(s) using InterProScan, which integrates

results obtained from searching 14 databases (Mulder andApweiler

2007). Approximately 23% of the initial sORF candidate set had

known protein domains. The protein domain discovery rate was

increased by sequential filtering using coding potential prediction,

interspecies conservation, and protein sequence clustering (Fig.

2B). We detected known protein domains in 1282 (87%) sORFs

in the high-confidence sORF candidate set (Fig. 4A). These 1282

sORF candidates were designated as a higher-confidence sORF can-

didate set (Fig. 1).

To further evaluate the validity of the sORF candidates, we

surveyed existing P. deltoides xylem (Kalluri et al. 2009) as well as

new xylem, phloem, and leaf proteinmass spectrometry (MS) data

(Supplemental Tables 3, 4). TheMS analysis led to identification of

4943 different tryptic peptides, which were assembled into 1158

sORF-encoded proteins (Supplemental Table 3). Unique peptides

were detected in one or more experiments for 307 sORF-encoded

proteins (see ‘‘distinct’’ [DS] or ‘‘differentiable’’ [DF] sets in Sup-

plemental Table 3). Only 9% (= 1158/12,852) of the initial sORF

Figure 2. P. deltoides small protein-coding candidate genes enriched
from transcription units. (A) Number of genes in different sORF candidate
subsets. (B) Proportion of the sORF subsets having known protein domains
detected by InterProScan. Subset A contains the sORF candidates with
high protein-coding potential predicted using known proteins as training
sequences. Subset B contains sORF candidates conserved between
P. deltoides and at least one other plant species. Subset C contains sORF
candidates clustered into families. (Initial) The initial sORF candidate set
(Fig. 1). (AB) The intersection of Subsets A and B. (ABC) (i.e., the high-
confidence sORF candidate set) The intersection of Subsets A, B, and
C. The value in parentheses represents the number of sORFs in each
individual subset.

Figure 3. Length distribution of predicted protein sequences. (Random)
The random sORFs; (At-annotation) the small proteins in Arabidopsis ge-
nome annotation (v9); (Pt-annotation) the small proteins in Populus ge-
nome annotation (v2.0); (Os-annotation) the small proteins in rice
genome annotation (v6.1); (Pd-sORF) the high-confidence sORF candi-
date set (Fig. 1) shared by Subsets A, B, and C in Figure 2.

Yang et al.
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candidate set had proteomicsmatches, with the length ofmatched

proteins ranging from 20 to 200 aa (Supplemental Fig. 4). The size

of the sORF subset containing known protein domains was three

times that of the sORF subset with proteomics support (Subset

D vs. Subset P in Supplemental Fig. 5), indicating the possibility

that deeper proteome coverage would provide additional evidence

supporting more sORFs.

The proteomics-matching rate was increased by sequential

filtering using coding potential prediction followed by analysis of

interspecies conservation and protein sequence clustering (Fig.

4B). Our proteomics analyses revealed that ;43% of the high-

confidence sORF candidate setmatched the xylem, phloem, or leaf

protein MS data (Fig. 4B). Filtering of the high-confidence sORF

candidate set by InterProScan search for known protein domains

increased the proteomics-matching rate to 48%, with 611 sORFs

in the higher-confidence sORF candidate set having proteomics

support (Fig. 4B). These 611 proteomics-supported ORF candidates

were designated as the highest-confidence sORF candidate set (Fig.

1), with protein length ranging from 40 to 200 aa (Fig. 5). Fur-

thermore, 373 small proteins encoded by sORFs in the highest-

confidence sORF candidate set were detected in proteomics mea-

surements of conductive tissues (i.e., in phloem or xylem), but not

in leaf (Fig. 6). Approximately 9% (56 protein sequences) of the

highest-confidence sORF candidate set were misannotated in or

missing from the P. trichocarpa genome annotation (v2.0; http://

www.phytozome.net/) (Supplemental Table 5).

Possibility of sORF candidates as non-protein-coding RNA

Many short RNA sequences have been identified as ncRNAs, as

documented in the Rfam database (Gardner et al. 2009). To de-

termine whether the high-confidence sORF candidate set contains

potential ncRNAs, we conducted an Rfam-based search with all of

its 1469 TU sequences using the Infernal program (Nawrocki et al.

2009) and found that only 0.3%–2.1% (4–31 TUs) of the high-

confidence sORF candidate set were potential ncRNAs (Fig. 7),

suggesting a low probability of ncRNAs (Rfam database) in high-

confidence sORF candidate set.

Discussion
Although small proteins have been shown to play important roles

in various biological processes, they have largely escaped detection

because it is difficult to predict sORFs (Kastenmayer et al. 2006;

Dinger et al. 2008). Previous large-scale ab initio discovery of sORFs

(Lease and Walker 2006; Hanada et al. 2007, 2010) identified

thousands of single-exon genes directly from genomic sequences.

Interestingly, nearly 50% of the annotated Arabidopsis genes en-

coding small proteins <100 aa in length contain introns (un-

published observation). For example, the Arabidopsis RCI2A gene

encoding a small protein of 54 aa in length contains two introns

(http://www.arabidopsis.org). The major limitation in these pre-

vious in silico sORF prediction efforts is that their sORF predictions

were not designed to detect multiple-exon sORF genes. As a result,

only 155 (;2%) of 7442 sORFs predicted by Hanada et al. (2007)

were verified by proteomics data (Castellana et al. 2008). Our ap-

proach integrates experimental data (transcriptome), coding po-

tential prediction, evolutionary conservation, and gene family

clustering. We reconstructed full-length transcription units (i.e.,

mRNAs) directly from the large volume of EST sequences obtained

from deep sequencing of the transcriptome. In other words, ex-

perimental evidence provided the initial candidate set for our

predictions. The sORF candidates predicted in this study had

a relatively high rate of proteomics support. In our high-confi-

dence sORF candidate set, ;43% have protein MS data support.

This rate is similar to the Arabidopsis whole-genome annotation,

Figure 4. Protein domain annotation of sORF candidates. (A) Venn di-
agram showing the number of sORF candidates in four different subsets
and their intersections. (B) Proportion of the sORF subsets having protein
mass spectrometry data support. The ‘‘Initial’’ set, Subsets A, B, C, AB, and
ABC are as described in Figure 2. Subset D contains sORF candidates with
known protein domains detected by InterProScan. (ABCD) (i.e., the
higher-confidence sORF candidate set) The intersection of Subsets A, B, C,
and D. The value in parentheses represents the number of sORFs in each
individual subset.

Figure 5. Size distribution of the 611 sORF-encoded proteins in the
highest confidence set. (All) All of the 611 proteins. (Novel) The 56 sORF-
encoded small proteins new to the Populus genome annotation (v2.0;
http://www.phytozome.net/).
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in which 40% of the gene models have protein MS support

(Castellana et al. 2008).

In this study, we reconstructed TU directly from EST se-

quences, avoiding the uncertainty caused by ab initio prediction

from genomic sequences. The EST sequences obtained from deep

transcriptome sequencing provided numerous full-length tran-

scripts (Supplemental Fig. 1; Supplemental Table 1) and all 15

RACE-tested TUs from the high-confidence sORF candidate set

were shown to be full-length messages (Supplemental Table 2).

This high-quality reconstruction of full-length TUs suggests that the

majority of the predicted sORF-encoded proteins are not false pos-

itive predictions of truncated portions of long protein sequences.

Our first computational filter, prediction of protein-coding

potential of transcript sequences based on known protein se-

quences, markedly increased the proteomics-matching rate for the

sORFs. Still, the remaining two filtering approaches, based on

interspecific conservation and protein family clustering, respec-

tively, identified additional sORF candidates with protein support.

These data suggest that small protein sequences are under-repre-

sented in the current protein databases. Thus, we anticipate that

coding potential prediction can be improved as additional in-

formation is deposited in public protein databases.

It is well known thatmany genes are conserved among species

across different evolutionary distances (Kriventseva et al. 2008;

Ostlund et al. 2010). We identified sORFs that encode protein se-

quences conserved between P. deltoides and 14 other plant species

(Supplemental Fig. 2), suggesting that interspecific conservation

is a valid approach to enrich for protein-coding genes. As addi-

tional plant genome sequences become available, the interspecific

conservation approach should become more useful in small pro-

tein discovery.

Matching sORF candidate sequences with proteomics data

can provide direct evidence for small protein discovery. In this

study, we demonstrated that ;43% of the high-confidence sORF

candidate set had supportive MS data. However, the number of

sORFs having experimental proteomics supportwas lower than the

number of sORFs with predicted protein domains. sORFs with

protein MS data support are limited by protein sampling depth.

Our analysis showed that the vastmajority of proteinMS data were

represented by protein domain data (Supplemental Fig. 5), sug-

gesting that computational validation of sORFs using a protein

domain could be complementary to the more expensive experi-

mental validation approach based on protein MS analysis.

By using EST data obtained from deep transcriptome se-

quencing, this study revealed more sORFs than predicted in the

current Populus annotation (Fig. 3). One possible reason for this

bias against small proteins in the current annotation of Populus is

that the EST sequences were obtained by traditional Sanger se-

quencing of cloned cDNA libraries, in which cDNAs smaller than

400–500 bp were typically eliminated by size selection (Lease and

Walker 2006). A key feature of recent improvements in the Arabi-

dopsis genome annotation is the incorporation of a large number of

short protein sequences (Supplemental Fig. 3). Small proteins are

proportionately under-represented in the current Populus genome

annotation comparedwith themost recentArabidopsis annotation

(Fig. 3), which reflects the more mature nature of the Arabidopsis

annotation (v9.0) relative to Populus (v2.0). The length distribu-

tion of our predicted sORFs is similar to that of Arabidopsis (Fig. 3),

indicating that our prediction offers a potential improvement in

small protein annotation in Populus.

Some small proteins have been reported to be involved in cell-

to-cell communications in plants. For example, a small protein of

94 aa called CAPRICE (CPC) is a transcription factor involved in

intercellular signal transduction associated with root hair devel-

opment in Arabidopsis (Kurata et al. 2005). It was also recently

demonstrated that a membrane-associated thioredoxin (140 aa)

moves from cell to cell, suggestive of a role in intercellular com-

munication (Meng et al. 2010). Our proteomics measurements

identified hundreds of sORF-encoded proteins in P. deltoides in

phloem or xylem, but not in leaf. These sORFs represent a candi-

date pool of putative proteins that may be mobile molecules

mediating intercellular signal transduction.

We have been able to demonstrate that deep RNA sequencing

can be used in combination with computational approaches to

predict high-likelihood protein-encoding sORFs that have not

typically been annotated in most plant genomes. These results,

supported by protein domain and proteomics evidence, suggest

that the integrative approach used in this study to create the high-

confidence sORF candidate set is effective in identifying protein-

coding sORFs.

Methods

Plant material and RNA extraction and sequencing
Total RNAwas isolated from leaf tissue of 6-mo-old Populus deltoides
plants grown under normal and drought conditions using a Sigma

Figure 6. Venn diagram showing the number of sORFs from the 611-
sORF set with the highest confidence that were detected in P. deltoides
leaf, phloem, and xylem tissue based on analysis of the trypsin-digested
whole proteome using two-dimensional HPLC interfaced with tandem
mass spectrometry.

Figure 7. Number of sORFs in the high-confidence sORF candidate set
classified as potential ncRNAs by an Rfam database search. The e-value
cutoff was used in the Rfam search.
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Spectrum Plant Total RNA kit. RNA was extracted from 10 bi-
ological replicates. Equal amounts of total RNA from each of the
biological replicates were pooled. The samples were run on an
Experion (BioRad) to verify RNA quality and a Nanodrop (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) to determine sample concentration. A total of 500
mg of total RNA from each sample was sent to the Joint Genome
Institute (JGI), where transcriptome sequencing was performed
using the Roche 454Genome Sequencer FLX System (GS FLX). The
raw expressed sequence tag (EST) sequences generated by tran-
scriptome sequencing were trimmed for vector, adaptor/linker,
poly(A) or T tails. The trimmed ESTs were edited for length and
ESTs <100 nt were removed. ESTs with low complexity sequence
greater than the threshold (default = 50%)were also removed. The
EST sequences were then blasted against the GenBank nucleotide
database in order to identify and eliminate contaminants. ESTs
found to match nontarget sequences (e.g., non-nuclear) were
removed.

Transcription unit assembly

Transcription units (TU) were created through three rounds of as-
sembly using the P. trichocarpa genome and annotated mRNAs
as references. Whole-genome resequencing of P. deltoides revealed
that there was only ;1% divergence between P. trichocarpa and
P. deltoides at the genomic sequence level (data not shown). Thus,
the reference P. trichocarpa transcript sequences (GeneCatalog_
frozen20080522; ftp://ftp.jgi-psf.org/pub/JGI_data/Populus_
trichocarpa/v1.1/) were pooled with the filtered P. deltoides EST
sequences obtained from the 454 sequencing data and clustered
using sclust implemented within the tgicl software (Pertea et al.
2003) using 97% identity and 80% sequence coverage criteria.
Sequence clusters were then assembled using the CAP3 software
(Huang and Madan 1999) to form consensus sequences with an
overlap length cutoff of 40 and an overlap identity of 97%. The
second-round assembly was alignment based. The consensus se-
quences were aligned onto the P. trichocarpa genome sequence
version 1.1 (http://genome.jgi-psf.org/Poptr1_1/Poptr1_1.home.
html) using BLAT (Kent 2002) with a minimum coverage (i.e.,
minimum fraction of query that must be aligned) of 80% and
a minimum identity of 92%. Only the ‘‘best match’’ position was
selected as the genomic location for each query consensus se-
quence. The genomic locations (i.e., GFF) of the annotated gene
models were obtained from http://genome.jgi-psf.org. The con-
sensus sequences and/or the JGI gene models that have over-
lapping genomic locations were reassembled using the CAP3
software with an overlap length cutoff of 30 and an overlap
identity of 75%. In the final round of assembly the contigs
obtained from the second-round assembly were mixed with the P.
trichocarpa genome annotation v2.0 (http://www.phytozome.net/)
mRNA sequences and assembled using the CAP3 software with an
overlap length cutoff of 30 and an overlap identity of 92%. We
empirically examined the influence of overlap identity (75%, 80%,
85%, 90%, 91%, 92%, 93%, 94%, 95%, 96%, 97%, and 98%) on
CAP3 assembly and found that with 92% or 93% identity we were
able to distinguish gene duplications while being capable of tol-
erating sequencing error or single-nucleotide polymorphisms.
Similarly, Masoudi-Nejad et al. (2007) found that 92% was an ap-
propriate overlap identity for CAP3 assembly of plant EST se-
quences.

sORF/small protein analysis

The TUs assembled from EST and JGI gene models were translated
in 6-frame using the Emboss package (Rice et al. 2000). An initial
sORF candidate set encoding proteins of 10–200 aa in length was

created by including the longest possible complete ORF that
contained start and stop codons in six-frame translations from
each TU.

Clustering of protein sequences

All-vs-all BLASTp (Altschul et al. 1997) of the protein sequences
were performed with an e-value cutoff of 10. The BLASTp data was
then used to cluster the protein sequences into groups using the
FORCE program (Wittkop et al. 2007) with a cutoff of �3.4.

Assessment of protein coding or non-coding potential

The assessment of coding potential of the sORF candidate set was
conducted using the Coding Potential Calculator (Kong et al.
2007) based on a training set of proteins obtained from theUniProt
database (The UniProt Consortium 2009). To determine whether
the sORFs correspond to the non-coding RNAs, the ORF sequences
were used as queries to search against the Rfam database (Griffiths-
Jones et al. 2005; Gardner et al. 2009) using Infernal (Nawrocki
et al. 2009).

Protein motif analysis

Protein sequences were scanned for domains using blastprodom,
coils, gene3d, hmmpanther, hmmpir, hmmpfam, hmmsmart,
hmmtigr, fprintscan, patternscan, profilescan, superfamily, seg,
signalp, and tmhmm implemented in InterPro (Zdobnov and
Apweiler 2001; Mulder and Apweiler 2007).

Conservation analysis of protein sequences between species

The putative P. deltoides small protein sequences were used as queries
to search against the genome sequences of Arabidopsis lyrata (http://
www.phytozome.net/), A. thaliana (http://www.arabidopsis.org/),
Brachypodium distachyon (http://www.brachypodium.org/), Carica
papaya (http://asgpb.mhpcc.hawaii.edu/papaya/), Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii (http://www.phytozome.net/), Cucumis sativis (http://
www.phytozome.net/), Glycine max (http://www.phytozome.net/),
Medicago truncatula (http://www.medicago.org/), Oryza sativa
(http://rice.plantbiology.msu.edu/), Physcomitrella patens (http://
www.phytozome.net/), Selaginella moellendorffii (http://www.
phytozome.net/), Sorghum bicolor (http://genome.jgi-psf.org/
Sorbi1), Vitis vinifera (http://www.genoscope.cns.fr), and Zea
mays (http://maizesequence.org/) using BLAT (Kent 2002) with
a minimum coverage (i.e., minimum fraction of query that must
be aligned) of 80% and a minimum identity of 60%.

Generation of random sORF sequences

Random coding sequences were generated using GenRGenS
(Ponty et al. 2006). Specifically, a Markov model was first
constructed based on the P. trichocarpa coding sequences
(GeneCatalog_frozen20080522; ftp://ftp.jgi-psf.org/pub/JGI_data/
Populus_trichocarpa/v1.1/) with an order of 2 and a phase of 3.
Then, 20,000 random sequences of 600 bp starting with ATG (the
start codon in protein-coding sequences) were generated. Finally,
the complete coding sequences containing the first start codon
(ATG) and a stop codon (TAA, TAG, or TGA) were selected as the
random sORFs.

Mass spectrometry analysis of proteins

Protein was extracted from fully expanded P. deltoides leaves fol-
lowing the method of Lee et al. (2009). Tissues from each plant
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were ground separately under liquid N2 and stored at �80°C. Ap-
proximately 600mg of leaf powder from each plant was suspended
in 2.5 mL of lysis buffer (100 mM Tris HCl at pH 8.5; 5 mMDTT; 1
mM EDTA; 1 mM PMSF; 0.1 mg/mL leupeptin) and homogenized
using a glass dounce tube. Each homogenate was centrifuged at
1000g for 10 min; each supernatant was further centrifuged at
30,000g for 60 min. Protein concentration in each final superna-
tant was measured by the Lowry method (Lowry et al. 1951) and
equal protein amounts from the separate supernatants were com-
bined to yield three pooled extracts, each containing a total of 3mg
of protein. Proteins were precipitated using 25% trichloroacetic
acid; the resulting pellets were washed with acetone and resolu-
bilized in 6 M guanidine/100 mM Tris HCl (pH 8.5) with sonica-
tion. Aliquots corresponding to ;1 mg of protein were reduced
by incubation with 10 mM DTT for 20 min and carboxy-
amidomethylated by incubation with 100 mM iodoacetamide for
15 min in the dark, both at ambient temperature. Samples were
diluted to decrease guanidine concentration to 1 M with 50 mM
Tris HCl/10mM CaCl2. Proteins were digested by incubating
overnight at 37°C with trypsin (10 mg/mg protein; Promega se-
quencing grade), followed by the addition of a second identical
amount of trypsin and an additional 4-h incubation. Digests were
desalted (SepPak Lite C18, Waters) and analyzed in triplicate
using two-dimensional HPLC interfaced with tandem mass
spectrometry as described previously (Kalluri et al. 2009).

Protein extraction and quantification from xylem and phloem
tissue was performed using a method essentially identical to that
recently applied for proteomic analysis of xylem tissue (Kalluri et al.
2009). An additional centrifugation step (3000g for 10 min) was
performed following trypsin digestion to remove cellular debris
from solution. Digests (100-mg aliquots, based on protein mea-
surement) were analyzed using two-dimensional HPLC interfaced
with tandem mass spectrometry.

Tryptic peptide identifications were extracted from the tan-
dem mass spectra from leaf, xylem, and phloem tissues, as well
as from previously published data on P. deltoides xylem proteins
(Kalluri et al. 2009) using Sequest. Peptide identifications were
filtered and compiled using DTASelect to provide protein identi-
fications; a protein required evidence from two or more tryptic
peptides per protein, or identification of a single tryptic peptide
in two or more charge states. The protein database for the Sequest
searches contained protein sequences in P. trichocarpa annotation
v2.0 (www.phytozome.net), the initial sORF candidate set (12,852
sequences) (Fig. 1), a sequence-reversed analog of each protein for
estimation of false discovery rates, and commonly observed con-
taminant proteins. Sequest was executed with no enzyme speci-
ficity, and non-tryptic peptide identifications were subsequently
removed from the data set using DTASelect. False discovery rates
among the remaining tryptic peptides were typically 1% or less.

Parsimony analysis was performed to identify tryptic peptides
shared among several proteins (Yang et al. 2004). Further details
are provided in the caption for Supplemental Table 4.

The proteomics data have been deposited in Proteome Com-
mons Tranche repository, https://proteomecommons.org/tranche/
(hashes Fv9zgC97mv0bld5KMOM7ww9mP24qhchGLvS7Cx4ddY
CJgm28KiUsD5xp0UQCglivuBSz59Tdes8+auDPWYDOleix/vUAAA
AAAAAMhA== and /WZkinVg1kkkYxvkqAQKAXSW5ujyhPCjp9W
FBdzXoLAh6qnH50N+Tl1sekqV9XVWLCssVOGS63e9OyhkAvCLG
49wAeQAAAAAAAAOlA==).

Full-length cDNA cloning using Rapid Amplification
of cDNA Ends

Full-length cDNAwas synthesized from total RNA using a GeneRacer
Kit (Invitrogen). The resulting cDNA template was used in PCR

reactions to amplify both the 59 and 39 end of each gene of interest.
59 ends were amplified using a GeneRacer 59 primer and a reverse
gene-specific primer (GSP). 39 ends were amplified using a 39
GeneRacer primer and a forward GSP. GSPs (Supplemental Table
2) were designed according to specifications provided in the
GeneRacer protocol. After PCR amplification the 59 and 39 frag-
ments were run on an agarose gel, excised out, purified using a
Minelute Gel Purification kit (Qiagen), and sequenced. Sequences
were aligned using Sequencher version 4.5.

Comparison of sORF-encoded proteins with the Populus
genome annotation

The sORF coding sequences were mapped to the P. trichocarpa ge-
nome v2.0 (http://www.phytozome.net/) by BLAT (Kent 2002)
with a minimum coverage (i.e., minimum fraction of query that
must be aligned) of 80% and aminimum identity of 92%.Only the
‘‘best match’’ position was selected as the genomic location for
each query sequence. The genomic locations (i.e., GFF) of the
gene models in annotation v2.0 were obtained from http://www.
phytozome.net/. In cases where there were overlapping genomic
locations between sORF CDS and the annotated Populus gene
models, the sORF CDS sequences were compared with annotated
CDS using theMAFFTalignment program (Katoh et al. 2002, 2005).
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